Abstrad-Reliability of nanodevices is expected to be a central issue with the advent of verydeep suhmicon devices and future single-electron transistors. We propose a new approach based on the assumption that a number of circuit-level devices are to he expected to fail. Artificial neural networks can he trained to resists to errors and he used for synthesizing fault-tolerant Boolean functions. The development method is outlined: results based on the feed-forward artificial neural network implementation are presented, while future research directions are discussed with possible applications.
INTRODUCTION
Prevailing trends indicate that the envisioned novel directions in nano-scale device design and system-level integration could largely benefit from the existing knowledge if these nanoelectronics technologies are developed in ways that are compatible with conventional, very-deep submicron (VDSM) silicon CMOS technologies. Similarly, new system design methodologies and design platforms should be equally applicable to large-scale system design problems using new nano-scale devices as well as using a very large number of conventional CMOS devices. In addition, early studies suggest that many characteristics of novel nano-scale devices such as single-electron transistors (SET) are actually complementary to CMOS devices -offering major advantages in device size, integration density and power dissipation while suffering in some areas where CMOS is traditionally strong, such as voltage gain, drive strength and high speed.
On the other hand, the decreasing reliability of VDSM CMOS devices and the expected reliability deficiencies of novel nanoelectronic devices (such as SETS) call for design approaches that can compensate for these problems. VDSM CMOS transistors already exhibit specific properties, which can be perceived as a degradation of conventional CMOS device characteristics and behavior. Similarly, nanoscale single-electron (or few-electron) transistors are expected to suffer f?om a relatively large, random and dynamic failure rate, due to background charge affecting their correct behavior, in addition to process related failures. In this paper we propose a modular approach to improving the reliability of nano-devices, which can be applied both to VDSM CMOS and future SETtransistor based systems.
The possible direction that is being proposed for the realization of complex functions using nano-scale devices involves the design of artificial neural network (ANN)
architectures. Similar approaches were proposed earlier by several researchers [1] [2] [3] [4] and realizations of basic ANN functionality were shown using SET structures. The main functionality of neural building blocks is based on computation of synaptic weighted-sum terms on each node. With their unique characteristics, the SET devices appear to be good candidates for the implementation of such functions. But the main advantage of implementing SET-based neural function blocks would be the inherent hardware redundancy, errortolerance and self-organization features of such ANN architectures, offering a very effective means to counteract the inherent weaknesses of SET devices, and providing a robust methodology for realization of highly complex systems. Thus, an SET-based neural network architecture would be expected to continue its operation even when some of its components fail to operate properly due to permanent and transient faults.
While offering some significant advantages in terms of system-level robustness, the classical ANN approach also has several difficulties associated with its implementation. The elementary synaptic fimctions can be realized by using SET devices, but the hardware realization of learning algorithms remains a problematic issue. Also, the interconnect density in general-purpose ANN architectures represents a serious limitation in terms of hardware complexity, which is exacerbated by the introduction of general-purpose learningladaptation hardware. Finally, the classical ANN paradigms based on learning algorithms and self-adapting hardware are in stark contrast to the conventional, wellestablished system design methodologies currently being used for CMOS VLSI systems. In the following, we will explore a design approach that borrows some of the fundamental aspects of ANN architectures such as replication of identical hardware blocks, low-level regularity, multiple functional layers, and regular, short-distance interconnections. A classical model of neuron as depicted in Figure 1 , and the standard error hackpropagation learning algorithm have been applied in this paper to demonstrate the correctness of the proposed approach,[ IO].
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The internal blocks are composed of a layered arrangement of kernel units .as depicted in Figure 2 . In its simplest organization, each unit in the first layer is responsible for contributing to a fraction of the expected block response. The second layer units aggregate the fust unit answen in an averaging voting scheme to produce the analog block outputs. This arrangement of the so-called atomic. units can he understood as an analog artificial neural network. Ohviously, any failure of a k t layer unit causes a limited error in the global block response, which is at most equal to its weight in the averaging layer. The circuit in Figure 2 was simulated and proven to operate correctly with 5 neurons in the second layer and one single failing connection, performing a simple Boolean function (NAND). Note that a single neuron would achieve the same result under assumption of full operatimess. The artificial neural network was trained, using hinary inputs-output pairs and tested with the same data, due to the limited size of the data set.
The main motivation for using multiple neurons in the second layer is clearly the intention to leverage the relatively "cheap" additional devices in retum for enhanced robustness of the function. This approach is quite different from the classical focus of A N N design where the goal is usually to identify the minimum number of neurons (or devices) that are needed to perform a function correctly.
' A NOVEL FEEDFORWARD ANN BOOLEAN
FUNCTION SYNTHESIS BLOCK The key issue is to design each functional block as capable of generating, transmitting and receiving analog levels, and to defme "regions of acceptability" that comply with this concept -instead of classical noise margins. The output of any function block may be'varying depending on its state, on the possible crosstalk perturbation, and on the actual operation of the basic transistors, which may exhibit unreliable behavior, such as soft and/or unpredictable cut-off or turn-on levels. Rather than handling these issues with noise margins intervals, it is more appropriate to design the input stages to be compliant with these features. Hence, we propose to design each functional module with two complementary analog outputs, where each output is considered as a degree of confidence to he given to logic high and logic low levels respectively. An appropriate training scheme based on regular FFANN training until a defmed mean-square error target is reached, followed by a second training sequence involving dynamic random suppression of connections allows for spreading the global information to the second layer units, thus providing the network with fault-tolerance ability, whereas the redundant analog outputs ensure possible data recovery in case of disconnection. Figure 4 shows the simulation results of a FFANN composed of 9 second-layer neurons, and performing the NAND Boolean function. The Mean square error computed at the network output is depicted on the upper graph, where a fmt training phase consisting of regular error hackpropagation followed by a second training phase where one random connection is selected for failure can he identified. In both phases, training is stopped when a predefmed mean square error target is reached. 
IV. RESEARCH PERSPECTIVES
The target of the work presented in this paper is to provide the designer with a library of fault-tolerant gates that can be practically considered as black boxes, and their mutual connection scheme. The signals are bansmitted to the next gate using hvo complementary lines to improve the robustness of data transmission. Several research directions have to be explored in order to propose a full system with its design methodology.
Conceptual developments and preliminary results show that FFANNs can be successfully applied at circuit-level in order to increase system fault tolerance. Several other ANN models, and learning schemes have been developed and should be considered as candidates to he implemented into the black box gate, along parallel lines to earlier research on shict operator redundancy [ll] .
The ability to absorb input analog levels as such is gained in the training phase. Noise injection into the training set has been reported in [9] in the case of a digital approach. In our case, using a noisy trainimg set is intended to mimic the imperfect behavior or effect of a damaged or leaky device. Furthermore, the injection of weight noise has been reported to improve the generalization ability and fault-tolerance [12].
The appropriate number of the first layer redundant neurons, as well as the connection scheme between them is to he tackled based on the extensive existing studies on regular artificial neural networks. This approach also confirms the necessity of spatial redundancy, which is believed to be acceptable in the perspective small transistor size, and with respect to the benefit of higher reliability operation. In our case, the gate input stage, i.e. the second layer neurons and their connection scheme, has to he designed very carefully in order to take benefit of the differential signal connections. Moreover, full feedforward connection scheme that has been applied in the numerical simulations so far is unlikely to he the most appropriate connection scheme. Partitioning the network into subnetworks with specific tasks is probably the hest way to accommodate and take benefit of the dual nature of transmitted signals.
So far we have addressed the limited case where connections are inoperative. In real circuit operation, faults will mostly appear as stuck-at zero, stuck-at one lines andor stuckon, stuck-off transistors. The method proposed in the previous section can he extended to comply with these failure models. The extra cost is to he expected in terms of neuron units to be added in the architecture.
Finally, the hardware implementation of the proposed architecture into actual analog electronics has to be undertaken. Replicating the results shown above and obtained with doubleresolution simulation cannot obviously be expected [13-15]. However, using fixed weights, i.e. using the FFANN in forward propagation mode only requires limited precision, typically 6 to 8-bit. Analog ANNs is a mature field for which many circuit solutions have been proposed, and theoretical issues have been tackled.
The reliability of oano-scale devices has to be considered as a central issue in the successful implementation of future nanoscale devices. The necessity to cope with intrinsic errors at the device and circuit level must be recognized as a key aspect Of nano-scale systems design. Artificial neural networks have proven to be error resistant when they are appropriately trained, and thus offer a very interesting solution to constructing faulttolerant VLSI at the circuit level. The proposed design is based On a layered, feed-fonuard an;lngement Of redundant neurons' where every unit contributes to a portion of the final result. A circuit architecture is proposed, preliminruy results presented, and future research directions are discussed.' I, 1991,pp. 110-117. [9] 111 121 ~3 1
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